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VNC goes ethnic and sporty for Spring/Summer 2014 collection. 

 
This Spring/Summer VNC interprets the ethnic inspired thrust on the catwalk into City Tribe, a 
loud and bold collection that pays homage to tribal origins. Think: earthy patterns, decorative 
embroideries, elaborate graphics, and folksy and ethnic styles.  
 
Basic and muted canvases of black, beige and blue are brightened by spots of neon as well as 
splashes of yellow, orange, silver and pink. Beads, embroidery and jewels details add glam and 
zest to the folksy theme.  
 
Sandals, Spring and Summer’s essential, come in several variations – from basic strappy styles 
and simple bejeweled sandals to beautifully beaded ones that are absolutely stunning. Pumps 
and flats are updated with intricate bead work and jewel detail as well as funky studs. Proving 
that bohemian can be dressy, VNC also applies the ethnic treatment to pointy court shoes, 
ankle strap stilettos and wedges.   
 
A jeweled purse with chain straps or an exquisite ethnic-print oversized tote or hobo are must-
haves to work this trend. But equally swank for the season are leather satchels and handbags in 
seasonal shades.  
 
Meanwhile the fashion’s love for athleticism has inspired Sporty Vibe. This sleek and chic 
collection draws from performance-wear styles reimagined for work and play.  
 
High contrast is key feature: black, beige and white are juxtaposed against neon yellow, pink, 
lime green and blue; shocking pink is paired with gold; white stands out from black. Detailing is 
kept to a minimum.  
 
Sporty mesh sandals, chunky platform wedges and comfy sandals encapsulate the sports-
fashion mash up. Contrast quilted details on ballerina pumps, smart Oxford shoes and lace-up 
cut out boots on platforms take the crossover up a few notches. For a dose of glam plus sports, 
VNC lines up perforated stiletto pumps and ankle-strap stiletto and platform heels.  
 
The quilted tote in neon or an updated knapsack completes the look. But it is the range of bags 
in perforated leather that gets the vote; choose from totes, doctor bag inspired designs or the 
sailor bag.  
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